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... fun, unique
and accessible
local events
increase the
sense of
well-being
and pride of
Wetaskiwin
residents.

Mayor,
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CITY OF WETASKIWIN

Bill Elliot

On behalf of City Council, I am pleased to present the City of Wetaskiwin’s Annual Report for 2011.
Impressive advances have been made in many areas during Council’s second year. We have worked hard to become
more open and transparent in the way we operate. This openness, combined with proactive, strategic planning, makes
our city’s future very exciting!
We are quite enthusiastic about two major projects currently taking place in Wetaskiwin. These are the construction of
the Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatic & Fitness Centre, and the revitalization of our downtown core.
The Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatic & Fitness Centre was approved in December of 2011 by City Council after an
extensive public consultation process. Construction of this outstanding facility began in the Spring (of 2012) and
is scheduled for completion in the Fall of 2013. The Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatic & Fitness Centre will include a
competition pool, leisure pool, lazy river, surf wave system, a fitness facility and community rooms.
Wetaskiwin’s Main Street Revitalization, our second exciting project, was also approved by City Council in 2011.
To be completed in four phases, we’ve ensured that our downtown revitalization remains affordable and keeps
disturbances to area traffic and businesses to an absolute minimum. Currently we are working on Phase I of the project
(along 50 Avenue, between 48 Street & 50 Street). Ideally, we would like to complete one phase per year.
Throughout 2011 the City succeeded in developing more activities and events for residents to participate in, such as
the Wetaskiwin Festival of Arts & Agriculture (WFAA), the Wetaskiwin Air Show, Pioneer Days, and Gingerbread
& Glitter. We understand that fun, unique and accessible local events increase the sense of well-being and pride of
Wetaskiwin residents.
On the financial side, the City’s 2011 Consolidated Financial Statements were successfully audited, with credit for
their accuracy being awarded by the auditor. Fiscal responsibility and eventual fiscal sustainability continues to be a
top priority for us.
In reading this report, you’ll learn more about the highlights of 2011 and the ways in which we are continuing to
expand opportunities for our beautiful city. With renewed citizen involvement in municipal affairs and increasingly
accessible communication, we are all working together to ensure Wetaskiwin remains a welcoming, diverse, and
successful community.
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I have been
directed by
Council to
ensure our
organization is
an open and
transparent one.

City Manager,
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CITY OF WETASKIWIN

Ted Gillespie

I am pleased to present the City of Wetaskiwin’s 2011 Annual Report.
2011 was a year of decisions and planning by council. By looking well into the future, council is better able to
wisely use our limited resources and ensure that Wetaskiwin develops in accordance with the City’s vision. Council
completed their first strategic plan, which confirms our municipal vision, and goals. They also initiated three major
master plans: Transportation, Recreation and Utilities. These master plans will identify our needs and the associated
expenditures required over the next 10 to 20 years.
Council also approved two very significant projects in 2011—the new Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatic & Fitness Centre
(AFC), and the main street reconstruction and revitalization. Both of these projects are now in the construction phase.
The AFC will be completed in the Fall of 2013, while the Main Street project will be completed in four phases, with
the first completed later in 2012.
Council has charged me with several critical tasks. One of these is moving to a more open form of government.
Significant steps were taken in 2011 in this direction. The result is much more open discussion by our Aldermen in
public council meetings. Only very specific topics, covered by Freedom of Information and Protection Legislation
(such as land price negotiations), can be discussed in closed meetings, and even then, any decision must be made in
public. While some of these open discussions have resulted in bad press news articles only quoting bits and pieces of
the discussion, overall the discussion is healthy and positive.
The City also took steps in 2011 to improve communication with citizens with the Annual Report, monthly newsletters,
and the use of social media. Our Facebook (www.facebook.com/wetaskiwin) and Twitter (@wetaskiwincity) accounts
are ripe with activity and community input. We are encouraged by the positive communication that takes place
between the City and residents through our social media channels.
Council has also asked me to look at how we deliver our services, and to ensure that we provide the best possible
service at the lowest rate. Building staff morale and learning about customer service is a big part of this.
Community growth is also a big priority for Council. I am pleased to say that in 2011 growth accounted for almost
$200,000 new tax revenue to our community, and it appears that the growth in 2012 will be even stronger. If 2011
was a year of planning and decisions, 2012 will be a year of construction and progress.
I am looking forward to more excitement in the coming years.
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CITY OF WETASKIWIN

Our

Goals

Serve & Protect the Community
Increase Pride & Communication
Be Sustainable
Support and Develop our Economic Base
Achieve Organizational Excellence

1
2
3
4
5
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Calls Received in 2011 by WFS

WFS (Wetaskiwin Fire Services) received a total of 227 calls during 2011, broken down as follows:

40

Alarms ringing or false alarms

Motor vehicle accidents

21

Grass/bush ﬁres

21

Structure
ﬁres
(houses/buildings)

11
Misc. calls/ﬁre pit complaints

Power lines down

2
3

Our Fire Services Team works really hard to keep our
community safe, but safety doesn’t begin with them —
it begins with you. Please take a few minutes to visit
Canada’s Fire Prevention website (www.fiprecan.ca) and
ensure a safe environment for yourself and your family.

CITY OF WETASKIWIN
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Mutual Aid

Controlled burns

10

9

10

Vehicle ﬁres

4

EMS/RCMP/
Other Assists

Dumpster ﬁres

1
Bale/baler ﬁres

10
Gas leaks/chemical clean up

Serve & Protect the Community
Library and Fire Services

1
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Serve & Protect
the Community
In 2011, the Wetaskiwin Public Library increased its
service in nearly every area. With a total circulation of
almost 150,000 items, and more than 4,000 people
taking part in the local programs, it was clear that
everyone found what they needed at the library.
In keeping up with her customers’ needs, Rachelle Kuzyk,
Manager of Library Services, stays on top of the everchanging publishing world. Due to a significant increase
in digital publishing, the library enthusiastically received
a Rotary Club donation that added a dozen e-readers
and several eBooks to augment the growing audio book,
Play-Away, and CD collections. The modern technology
was made even more appealing when the library offered
free training sessions for those who were unfamiliar with
digital literature.
For the library, joint undertakings like the “Read n’ Rec”
program with the Recreation department are one way of
bringing kids, literacy, and physical activity together. For
experienced readers, the homebound delivery program
for seniors is yet another way that Kuzyk and her team
work to “weave a thread through the community.” These
programs are only a few of the many offered through
the library, but all are focused on enriching the lives of
Wetaskiwin and area residents.
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Unlike the library staff, Fire Chief Merlin Klassen is
more than happy when his department’s core services
go unused—though the department seems to have no
trouble staying busy when this happens. In 2011 every
member of Wetaskiwin’s Fire Services (WFS) completed
the NFPA1001 firefighter course—the industry standard
training program. Along with enhancing their skills, WFS
was also able to bolster their service by adding key
pieces of new equipment—including a recovery unit for
firefighters and a mobile unit that gives emergency crews
access to the City’s trail system.
This year, WFS will further boost its capacity by adding
ice and water rescue to its long list of accomplishments.
On more solid footing, WFS is working on a joint
initiative with the local school authority that will allow high
school students to train as firefighters for credit. When the
initiative is implemented, it will provide students with a set
of valuable skills, and WFS with potential members—an
arrangement that shows the mutual value that can come
from the City’s interaction with the community.
Klassen and the fire department often find that the best
way to enrich a resident’s life is to arrive at an emergency
with professional personnel and equipment to “help make
[a person’s] worst possible day a little more bearable.”
Whatever their service priorities, both the fire department
and the library are opening their doors to the public
to make the City a better place. And, judging by their
increased interaction with the community, both are
services that our community wouldn’t want to do without.

...both the fire department and
the library are opening their
doors to the public to make the
City a better place.
2011 ANNUAL REPORT
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These are not flowers.
[Ox-eye daisies are noxious weeds]
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CITY OF WETASKIWIN

City & County Work Together to Fight Weeds
You know those pretty wild flowers you notice along the ditch while driving into town?
They’re probably not flowers.
Some of the wild, flowery plants you see growing along the sides of the road and in the ditches are noxious weeds.
They may be easy on the eyes, but talk to County/City Weed Inspector Jenny Flynn and you’ll quickly find out they
aren’t easy to get rid of.
The joint County/City Weed Inspector Agreement was a brand new one in 2011. Concerns were expressed over
the growing number of noxious weeds in Wetaskiwin, and a partnership was formed as a result. A two-year contract
was signed by the City of Wetaskiwin and the County of Wetaskiwin, sharing the resources and cost of the joint weed
inspector position. This partnership allowed the City two years to decide if having a full time City Weed Inspector
was necessary.
In the meantime, Jenny feels her first year in the joint position was a success. “I was able to act as an identification
resource as well as provide fast and effective inspection when areas within the City were reported as troublesome,”
said Flynn. “I was also able to spot new areas of concern and provide recommendations on the best control method
for each situation.”
Though it was a challenging year for Jenny due to high levels of moisture which caused increased weed germination,
she feels there was no better time to introduce the joint County/City Weed Inspection Agreement. “It is important to
remember the first year (2011) is all about trial and error, and developing an effective and timely system that works for
the City,” said Jenny. “I feel that this year (2012) we will only see continued positive results, and as a community we
can look forward to more education on why it is important to control noxious weeds.”
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Brady Weiler:
A Vested Interest in
Community Building
Wearing a tiny, yellow beanie with a plastic propeller
on top, Brady Weiler does not look like a world-class
chef, community advocate, festival organizer or successful
entrepreneur—but he does look happy, a little tired and
very silly.
Weiler found the beanie on a table at the Wetaskiwin
Festival of Arts and Agriculture, a local celebration of
things that are awesome in our community. For the rest
of the afternoon, Weiler wandered, propeller slowly
spinning, through main street making sure everything was
running smoothly and everyone was having a good time.
Aside from the free hats, why does Weiler get so involved
with his community?
“I have a vested interest in [Wetaskiwin] and I would like
to nurture that in any way, shape or form possible,” says
Weiler. “We get pulled away from building communities
by a lot of factors. [Getting involved locally] is a healthy
way of sustaining where we live.”
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In addition to the festival and running his own restaurant
and catering business, Weiler also sits on the board of
Wetaskiwin’s Chamber of Commerce and participates
in many local promotion initiatives. Weiler’s involvement
will continue in the coming years as he brings his culinary
skills and passion for local food to the Reynolds-Alberta
Museum.
All this involvement makes for a busy life, one that is not
without its challenges.
“Nothing worthwhile is easy,” says Weiler. “While
sometimes it’s frustrating, I do it because ... it’s my
livelihood and, for an independent businessman, that’s
what you have to do.”
In the end, Weiler’s enthusiasm boils down to priorities.
“My definition of local is family and the people who
surround you,” Weiler concludes. “The things that are
important for you should come from close to home.”

“The things

that are important
for you should come from
close to home.”
2011 ANNUAL REPORT
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WPL – 2011 Annual Library Use
Collections/Resources
30,656
3,582

Programs/Sessions

Print volumes in collection
Non-print collection (movies, audio/e book, etc)

34,306

4,462

Total Program Participants

Library Cards

64,689

18,254

4,928

Total Program Sessions Offered

Total WPL collection

Circulation
31,747

353

Adult Print
Juvenile Print

Juvenile Print

Adult Non-Print

9,016
7,748
1,268

Total cardholders (2011)

Residents
Non-Residents

Juvenile Non-Print

3,803

Magazines/Newspapers

1,833

Online/Electronic Circulation

124,788
91,525

Total Circulation

Total Library Users

The Wetaskiwin Public Library (WPL) is a cornerstone of our community. With over 90,000 annual users you can
see how much the WPL means to area residents. Though 2011 was a successful year for the WPL, increased
programming in 2012 will encourage more people to find out what the library is all about!
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Increase Pride & Communication
Public Library, Bylaw Services and Archives

2
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Increase Pride & Communication
In 2011, Public Works was busy delivering the message that Wetaskiwin is a city to be proud of. Along with
implementing a new snow removal policy, resurfacing streets, and building new roads, the City’s Public Works
department also extended recreational trails along 40th Avenue—the first to service the south side of the City.
Assistant Public Works Superintendent Rick Wheatley was pleased by residents’ enthusiasm throughout the year,
and is encouraged by the fact that people are genuinely excited about the City’s new projects.
The Main Street Revitalization is another project Wheatley is looking forward to, and one he feels will provide a boost
of confidence and pride to the Wetaskiwin’s downtown core. After a disappointing response to the project’s first
tender in early 2011, Wheatley was happy to review four solid tenders to an improved request later in the year.
Work on main street began earlier this year [2012], much to the anticipation of the community.
The City of Wetaskiwin knows there is more than one way to enhance and maintain a community’s image—and that
is where Bob Bishop and his fellow peace officers step in. For Bishop and his team, good communication is vital to
maintaining civic pride. This understanding encouraged Bylaw Services to enhance several of their communication
processes, including a complete revamp of their notice letters.
These changes complement other Bylaw Services outreach programs such as the bike rodeo—held each spring—that
teaches youngsters to ride safely. When put together, these types of programs serve to increase awareness not only of
local laws, but of the importance of contributing positively to the community.
Whether civic pride is reflected in its newly paved trails or by the bicycle-mounted officers patrolling them, it is clear
that the goal of working to enhance pride and communication throughout Wetaskiwin is an important one.

... the goal of working to enhance
pride and communication throughout
Wetaskiwin is an important one.
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Council Approves
Construction of the
Wetaskiwin Regional
Aquatic & Fitness Centre
Wetaskiwin City Council has tested the waters and has
decided that the future of aquatics in Wetaskiwin will
be exceptional.
Construction of the Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatic &
Fitness Centre (AFC), a full-service aquatic and fitness
facility, was approved by Council on November 28,
2011. PCL was selected to build the new $22.4 million
regional facility.
“This first-class facility will help promote health, fitness
and our community,” said Bill Elliot, Mayor of the City
of Wetaskiwin. “Together with our partners we will build
a leading-edge facility that will be the envy of Central
Alberta. The community has said that a new aquatics
centre is a priority and we have responded in a strategic
and fiscally responsible way.”
A regional initiative, the City will be responsible for just
over half of the facility’s total cost, with the remaining funds
coming from sponsorship, federal/provincial grants, and a
$4 million contribution from the County of Wetaskiwin.
“To succeed, we have always known that we would
need the support of the entire region,” said Mayor
Elliot. “The County of Wetaskiwin’s support has been
tremendous and we look forward to working with them as
this project proceeds.”
The new Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatic & Fitness Centre is
expected to open in the fall of 2013.
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... the future of aquatics
in Wetaskiwin will be
exceptional.

Frequently Asked
Questions
How much will the Wetaskiwin Regional Aquatic &
Fitness Centre (AFC) cost me in taxes?
The AFC will cost taxpayers approximately $5.20 per
month* over thirty (30) years
Where are all the funds for the AFC coming from?
$12,021,000

City of Wetaskiwin
County of Wetaskiwin

$4,000,000

Major Community Facilities Grant Program

$3,520,000

Sponsorship contributions
Community Facility

$2,750,000

Enhancement Grant Program
Total Cost

$109,000
$22,400,000

What will the AFC look like when completed?
Final design drawings of the AFC are available on our
blog (http://wetaskiwinmotion.com). We encourage you
to follow our blog for the latest AFC construction updates
and photos.
Who designed the facility?
Barr Ryder Architects completed the detailed design of
the AFC.
Who was awarded the tender for the AFC?

The AFC tender was awarded to PCL Construction.
*These figures are based on a $300,000 home and a total tax increase of 3.05 per cent
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Gisela and Sergio
As Sergio Monroy and Gisela Escalante prepared to
relocate to Wetaskiwin, they felt many of the same
pressures any of us do when moving. But for Sergio and
Gisela, along with wondering if their things would arrive
safely, there was an additional set of concerns: what
would it be like to live in a new country, how would their
language skills fare, and—of considerable concern—
what would the winters be like?
Fortunately, for Sergio and Gisela, the move from
Tijuana, Mexico, to Wetaskiwin went smoothly, and
their new city—and, yes, winter—was waiting for them
with open arms. As Sergio started his new job with a
local manufacturer, Gisela began finding ways to make
Wetaskiwin home. After a helpful visit from the local
Welcome Wagon representative, Gisela’s first stop was
to the Wetaskiwin Community Literacy Program where she
started taking free English lessons. Hearing Gisela speak
now, it is obvious the Literacy Program is doing a great
job of helping language learners feel at home speaking
English—something that, for many, is a big step toward
feeling at home in Wetaskiwin.
For Sergio, who “always wanted to come to live in
Canada,” it is Wetaskiwin’s slower pace that makes the
city feel like home. Coming from Tijuana—a city larger
than any in Alberta—Sergio expected to miss an urban
lifestyle, but instead found himself liking Wetaskiwin
more with every bike ride to work and each headachefree drive across the city. Now, when Sergio makes the
rare “trip to a big city, [he] just wants to go back [home]
again”—a sure sign that, for Sergio, Wetaskiwin is home.

One of the reasons Sergio and Gisela have adjusted
quickly to life in Wetaskiwin is that they make good
use of City facilities. Gisela is a regular swimmer, and
Sergio’s running habit sees him criss-crossing the City’s
expanding trail system. Both find the library a great place
to visit, not only to borrow books and movies, but also to
take part in library programs, with Gisela having taken on
a volunteer role in past Language Coffee House events as
well as with the Literacy Program.
As they continue to be active within the city, Sergio and
Gisela seem to have put their worries of moving behind
them. Even their initial concerns about Alberta winters
have been quashed, with the pair braving the slopes of
the Gwynne ski hill. That said, Sergio and Gisela are—
like the rest of us—not immune to winter woes, and are
looking forward to the new indoor multi-use aquatic center
scheduled for completion in mid-2013. After all, even
in a city full of people with open arms, we can always
expect winter to give us the cold shoulder.

Sergio...found himself
liking Wetaskiwin more
with every bike ride to work
and each headache-free
drive across the city.
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City Hall Opening, October 7, 1964
[Now home to the Wetaskiwin Archives]
Wetaskiwin Times Collection
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Community Pride
and its Link to the Past
Would community pride be possible without a sense of
the past?
We don’t think so—which is why Wetaskiwin’s Archives is
as important to this community as the people themselves.
In 2011, Wetaskiwin Archives served not only a number
of area residents, but researchers from England, Sweden
and Australia as well. This may come as a surprise to
most, but Angela Smith, Manager of Archives & Records,
is unfazed by the international visitors. “Museums,
libraries and art galleries showcase the history of the wellknown, but local archives strive to preserve the history of
everyone,” said Smith. “We provide valuable information
to everyone—including students, writers, genealogists,
teachers, and people who want to know the history of
their homes.”
Some of the more interesting and unique items held by
the Wetaskiwin Archives are the local school attendance
records from 1898 and beyond, documents and photos
from both of the Great Wars, local council meeting
minutes from as early as 1906, and Alberta’s oldest
cookbook (1905)—just to name a few.
Whether you’re scouring records for your family history,
or interested in looking at photos of WWI-era soldiers,
a sense of pride is always present in Wetaskiwin’s
Archives—a pride that increases as collections are
donated, and more of Wetaskiwin’s past is uncovered for
all to see.
THE CITY OF
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Wetaskiwin Recycling Depot
Recycling is very important to Wetaskiwin residents, and the local recycling depot is always buzzing with activity.
If you recycle, you can take pride in the following recycling figures for 2011.

Mixed Waste: 170,620 kg [375,364 lbs]
Newspaper: 198,700 kg [437,140 lbs]
Cardboard: 256,200 kg [563,640 lbs]
Ofﬁce Paper: 36,020 kg [79,244 lbs]
Tin/Glass: 22,050 kg [48510 lbs]

Total

844,037 kg
[1,856,881 lbs]

of recycled
material

Plastics 1-7: 26,015 kg [57,233 lbs]
Car Batteries: 134,000 kg [294,800 lbs]

The total weight of material recycled by Wetaskiwin residents in 2011 is equal to that of:

OR
blue whales
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elephants

Be Sustainable

3
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Be Sustainable
Sustainability is no longer something the City of
Wetaskiwin only thinks about—it is something we
continually strive for in every aspect of our daily municipal
functions. Take our paperless council as an example. The
average length of a Wetaskiwin Council Agenda is 100
pages. Print one agenda package out for every member
of council and top management/staff—not including
the press or attending public—and already over 1000
pages of paper have been used. To reduce our paper
consumption, each member of council was assigned an
iPad to use at the council meetings. This action alone has
enabled the City to save nearly 5000 sheets of paper
every month.
Another important component to becoming a sustainable
municipality is ensuring that funds are continually put aside
to rehabilitate or replace old or damaged infrastructure.
Canada’s Tangible Capital Assets (TCA) Project assists
us with this goal by requiring Canadian municipalities to
recognize infrastructure as capital assets. Simply put, the
TCA requires estimating the lifespan (in years) of each
asset (roads, buildings, etc), recording the cost of the
rehabilitation/replacement, and then dividing the cost by
the lifespan to obtain a minimum annual savings.
$748,512 {cost}
_______________ = $29,940 {should be saved per year}
25 years {lifespan}
Sustainability involves significant long-term planning, and
that is exactly what the continual replacement of our urban
infrastructure requires. We believe in being prepared for
the future, even though we can’t predict it. Without planning
ahead and allocating funds to replace our roads and
buildings, the quality of life experienced by future Wetaskiwin
generations won’t compare with what it is today.
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“Sustainability is something
we are trying to consider
in all we do.”
Ted Gillespie, City Manager
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Paper Saved by Now-Paperless Council

24 x100 x 2

council packages

meetings
per month

pages on average

= 4800

sheets
of paper
saved
per
month

Wetaskiwin’s City Council meetings are held twice every month. Before going paperless with the use of iPad
devices, Council required that the agenda (100 pages in length on average) be printed for themselves and the
attending public (24 packages on average).
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Recycling—
The Fire Fighter Way
Uwe Kurth, a former veteran with Wetaskiwin Fire Services
(WFS), came forward in 2011 with the idea of donating
the City’s used turnout gear (coats, pants and boots) to
fire fighters in his native Paraguay. Uwe was a volunteer
fire fighter in Paraguay before moving to Canada with his
family, and remembers responding to calls wearing simple
overalls as personal protective equipment.
“The need for protective equipment in Paraguay is great. I
was happy to suggest donating our old equipment to the
firefighters in the City of Capiata in Paraguay,” said Uwe.
“I’d like to thank Wetaskiwin Fire Services and the City of
Wetaskiwin for making that suggestion a reality.”
As of 2011, Capiata, a city of nearly 250,000 people,
was serviced by only one fire department consisting of 40
volunteers. This small crew responded to an average of
12 vehicle accidents and 1 structure fire every day—and
they did it all in overalls.
In total, the City of Wetaskiwin donated 7 sets of used
turnout gear. Merlin Klassen, Chief of WFS, explains that
“the gear couldn’t be used by WFS volunteers as it no
longer met our industry standards. However, compared to
the overalls being used in the City of Capiata, the turnout
gear we donated had a positive impact on the safety of
the Paraguayan firefighters as they continue to protect
their community.”
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A Walkable City
Why drive when you can easily walk, run, bike, blade or
board across your community?
Sustainable transportation isn’t just a fancy word—it’s a
way of life that encourages a number of environmental,
health and economic benefits such as:

• Reduced emission of toxic pollutants and
greenhouse gases
• Improved cardiovascular health
• Reduced risk of obesity
• Reduced incidence of respiratory diseases
• Reduced household expenditure on transportation
We take the need for sustainable transportation seriously,
which is why we added over 1,400 meters of paved
trail to Wetaskiwin’s south side in 2011. The City of
Wetaskiwin now has more than 20 kilometers of trails
that not only provide a safe and sustainable transportation
option for residents, but a scenic one.
“Our trail system is an important part of the community,”
said Bill Elliot, Mayor of Wetaskiwin. “As outlined in our
Strategic Plan, we want to continue to increase leisure
opportunities, enhance our image and reduce the City’s
environmental footprint. The addition to the trail system
helps us move closer to each of these goals.”
Eight additional path sites have been identified for trail
expansion as part of Wetaskiwin’s long-term plan for
growth. Once finished, our community will boast an
extensive alternative transportation option that connects
the entire city.
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“Our trail system is an
important part of the
community...”
Bill Elliot, Mayor of Wetaskiwin
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WETASKIWIN BUILDING PERMIT SUMMARY - 2011
# OF PERMITS

commercial

PERMIT VALUE

Commercial Renovations
21
5 New Commercial Buildings or Additions
TOTAL COMMERCIAL
26

$1,819,100
$322,410
$2,141,510

# OF PERMITS

industrial

2 Industrial Renovations
11 New Industrial Buildings and Additions
13 TOTAL INDUSTRIAL

$81,900
$1,584,170
$1,666,070

# OF PERMITS

institutional

1
2
3

Additions or Renovations

$7,000

Assembly or Government Renovations

$21,000

TOTAL INSTITUTIONAL

$28,000

# OF PERMITS

residential

38
17
12
22
10
99

Additions or Renovations
Detached Garages

$305,000

New Multi Family

$9,565,000

New Single Family

$5,179,226

Residential Demolition

141

36

$525,159

$10,000
TOTAL RESIDENTIAL

total value

CITY OF WETASKIWIN

$15,584,385

$19,419,965

Support & Develop our Economic Base
Airport and Economic Development

4
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Support and Develop our Economic Base
According to Ron Holland, Manager of Economic Development (Ec.Dev.), “success builds upon success.” If this is
true, then 2011 was a year that laid the framework of success in Wetaskiwin for the next several years. Alongside
major developments—including assisting in the sale of the Wetaskiwin Mall and approving the construction of several
condominiums—the City is creating a climate of growth that people are getting excited about. Existing and potential
businesses want to know that our city is a modern and progressive one—and the decision to build a new multi-use
aquatic center, as well as revitalize the downtown core, is an obvious indicator of a community moving forward.
Further markers of the City’s advancement can be seen at the Wetaskiwin Regional Airport. Along with voting to
maintain federal certification, Council saw the installment of airport-specific snow removal equipment—a move that
allows the airport to keep planes flying, even in heavy snowfall. Given the imminent closure of the Edmonton City
Center Airport, these decisions could prove valuable in providing aviation enthusiasts and service providers with
the centrally located aviation home they will all be looking for. The task at hand, however, for airport manager Ron
Vanden Dungen is to complete the Airport Development Strategy and make sure that the decisions made now are as
good for the future as they are for today.
Providing a home for business at the airport and throughout the City is only a portion of Wetaskiwin’s plan for
economic development—after all, we wouldn’t be the city we are today without the support of our existing businesses.
Creating a centralized framework in which local businesses could connect and advertise became a priority, and the
City’s Business Visitation Program (BVP) was born. 2011 marked the beginning of the extensive BVP, which consisted
of one-on-one meetings between nearly every local business operator and the City’s economic development team. The
open and honest communication experienced, as well as the efforts of the City to work around the business owner’s
schedule, has solidified an already strong working relationship between the municipality and its businesses.
By following a specific and progressive plan for the future, many barriers to success in Wetaskiwin are being
eliminated. Along with the projects and infrastructure that are helping to create new confidence within the city and
beyond, there is a building sense of momentum that was bolstered by the success of the airport and economic
development in 2011. Perhaps more importantly, by following the Strategic Plan, both departments are creating
relationships and systems of support from which both airplanes and businesses can take off and soar.
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Community Economic Development Training
Program (CEDTP)
Any experienced traveler knows that to get somewhere,
you need to know both your destination and your
present location. For the City of Wetaskiwin’s economic
development team, the target is clear and presented
in detail in the Roadmap to Prosperity—a document of
specific development goals and objectives. In 2010 and
2011, through the Community Economic Development
Training Program (CEDTP), the City not only made note
if its economic goals, but planned out exactly how to
achieve them.
Through some innovative thinking the City was able to
bring seven different CEDTP courses to citizens, free
of charge. According to Ron Holland, Wetaskiwin’s
Economic Development Manager, the intent of the
courses was to “present economic development principles
to the community”. Bringing such principles to residents
allows individuals and businesses to build skills for their
own endeavours that, in turn, promote development
within Wetaskiwin.
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Offered over a ten-month period, the CEDTP courses
were well attended, with 146 registrations being filled
by 46 people. The participants represented a number of
sectors within the community including the First Nations
business community, school officials, community services,
tourism promotion, and local businesses. While each
of the courses—ranging from the general economic
development fundamentals to more specific categories like
supporting agriculture and project management—could
be applied to any community, each was specifically
tailored to fit the needs of Wetaskiwin. By making the
focus relevant to local issues, each course ensured
participants would be able to apply their knowledge
within the community.
Through facilitating the achievement of the Roadmap’s
objectives and offering citizens the opportunity to take
local economic development into their own hands, the
City of Wetaskiwin has opened the door to a future full of
exciting possibilities.
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Let’s Achieve Excellence Together
The role of citizens in a modern democracy is determined by their involvement.
A community that actively participates in the conceptualization and
implementation of municipal plans and policies is a community that will always
be part of the planning process.
In 2011, the City of Wetaskiwin sought public input on two important
documents—the Winter Street Maintenance Policy (3201), and the Recreation
Master Plan. Numerous public consultations were held to gather community
input on the two documents, and surveys were created to capture the thoughts
of those interested but unable to attend the discussions.
As a result, the City’s Winter Street Maintenance Policy was re-written to include
many of the helpful public suggestions brought forward. Input on the Recreation
Master Plan—which is due for release late 2012, will guide Council on local
recreation needs—as determined by the community itself.
Being involved in your community, especially at a municipal level, isn’t hard to
achieve. Whether through email, phone or online, the City of Wetaskiwin is
looking for your solutions to keep our community safe, strong and proud.
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Achieve Organizational Excellence
Ask Matthew Brown what the most important part of his job is, and you might be surprised by his answer. Considering
he is head of the City’s I.S. (Information Services) department, most people would expect to hear that computers are
king. Similarly, people might be surprised that Iain Mac Lean, Municipal Clerk, does not list his most important duty
as being purely administrative. The greatest priority for each of these managers is to help all City departments work
together to deliver the best service to residents and ratepayers.
For Brown, this means his department tries its best to remain invisible. This is not to say that other departments do not
recognize the support I.S. offers. Rather, it means that when Brown and the I.S. department are doing their best work,
things happen without a hitch, leaving them to move on to the next technological challenge. In 2011, I.S. kept City
staffers at peak technological efficiency by implementing upgrades to aging servers, and by leading the change to a
modern phone system—changes that allow both City and Council to respond efficiently to the community.
Unlike the I.S. department, the municipal clerk is usually quite visible in City Hall. For Mac Lean, one of the most
important parts of his job is to ensure that City Council is “given the information that enables them to make decisions
to act on all five of the City’s strategic goals.” But keeping Council up to date consists of more than just turning over a
fact sheet of current issues. In fact, because of the help of Mac Lean’s department in making the move to a paperless
council, there may not be many sheets left to turn over at all. Along with the environmental and (eventual) cost-saving
advantages of a paperless council comes an increase in the speed and accessibility of information available to the
public—an improvement that enables the City to be efficient, and the community to be involved.
Heading in to 2012, the municipal clerk and the information services department will continue to foster efficiency
within and among City departments. Although all departments work with different tools and overcome different
obstacles, both the municipal clerk and information services remain committed to helping everyone achieve nothing less
than the highest standard of organizational excellence.
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Iain Mac Lean
Wetaskiwin’s Municipal Clerk
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Consolidated Financial Statements – 2011
Financial Position December 31,

2011

2010

Financial assets
Cash and cash equivalents (Note 2)
$8,537,638
$8,388,284
Receivables
Taxes and grants in place of taxes (Note 3)
879,866
789,065
Trade and other receivables
2,625,649
3,221,158
Land for resale inventory
100,737
100,737
Investments (Note 4)
2,601,862
2,601,037
				
		
14,745,752
15,100,281
Liabilities

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deposit liabilities
Deferred revenue (Note 5)
Employee benefit obligations (Note 6)
Landfill closure and post-closure costs (Note 7)
Long term debt (Note 8)
		
		
Net financial assets (debt)

2,719,660
850,479
7,205,812
205,714
900,000
16,799,420

2,374,060
648,354
6,034,299
187,033
850,000
17,821,639

28,681,085

27,915,385

(13,935,333)

(12,815,104)

Non-financial assets
Tangible capital assets (Schedule 2 and Note 10)
104,058,592
101,403,901
Inventory for consumption
66,025
71,413
Prepaid expenses
79,888
32,660
				
		
104,204,505
101,507,974
Accumulated surplus (Note 12)
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$90,269,172

$88,692,870

Operations December 31,

2011

2010

$10,543,684
6,558,426
2,023,629
199,000
148,000
1,458,000
493,322
917,370
3,574,645

$10,456,595
6,328,683
1,755,998
152,544
171,128
1,467,113
125,633
528,487
843,117
441,964

$9,865,668
5,893,969
1,902,250
168,249
164,506
1,482,301
18,232
460,643
1,148,601
378,38

25,916,076

22,271,262

21,482,801

416,553
2,666,340
4,590,716
4,637,680
3,064,709
1,087,373
1,036,897
524,953
1,469,567
3,186,821
877,456

425,672
2,670,238
4,351,915
4,562,192
3,170,682
1,283,788
958,373
444,603
1,305,332
3,056,338
918,901

414,964
2,638,433
4,344,849
4,255,451
3,634,631
867,732
911,417
517,189
1,300,052
2,759,286
789,732

23,559,065

23,148,034

22,433,736

2,357,011

(876,772)

(950,935)

Contributed assets
Government transfers for capital (Schedule 4)
		

10,609,580
10,609,580

83,714
2,369,360
2,453,074

4,875,667
4,875,667

Excess of revenue over expenses

12,966,591

1,576,302

3,924,73

Accumulated surplus, beginning of year

88,692,870

88,692,870

84,768,138

$101,659,461

$90,269,172

$88,692,870

Revenue

(Unaudited) Budget

Net municipal taxes (Schedule 3)
User fees and sale of goods
Government transfers for operating (Schedule 4)
Investment income
Penalties and cost of taxes
Franchise contracts
Development levies
Rentals
Licenses, permits and fines
Other

Total Revenue
Operating Expenditures
Legislative
Administration
Protective services
Roads, streets, walks, lighting, and airport
Water supply and distribution
Wastewater treatment and disposal
Waste management
Family and community support
Subdivision land development
Parks and recreation
Culture
Total expenses
Excess (shortfall) of revenue over expenses – before other
Other

Accumulated surplus, end of year
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Looking to the Future
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Looking to the Future
Where Does My Money Go?
In 2012, the City of Wetaskiwin will spend more than $25 million on services and programs for our community.
This money comes from a portion of taxes collected from businesses and residents, as well as grants and user fees.
This chart shows the various services, programs and initiatives that our tax dollars help to fund and how much each
area receives. The amounts paid for services per month are approximations based on an annual tax bill of $3,000.
Your ‘portion’ will vary based on your own tax assessment.

Governance & Leadership [14.7%]
you pay approximately $37/month

[based on a bill of $3,000]

this includes services & initiatives like:
 City Council  A Progressive & Efficient
Organization  Regular Public Consultation
 Communications & Marketing  Long-term &
Strategic Planning

Economic Development & Tourism [2.2%]

you pay approximately $5.50/month
[based on a bill of $3,000]

this includes services & initiatives like:
 Nation-wide Marketing  Economic Development
 Regional Representation  Business Visitation
Program  Tourism & Event Coordination

Culture, Learning & Recreation [20.5%]

you pay approximately $51/month
[based on a bill of $3,000]

this includes services & initiatives like:
 Full Service Library & Programming  Maintained
Parks, Playgrounds & Trails  By The Lake Park
 Historical Archives  Baseball Diamonds, Skating
 Rinks and Swimming Pool  Memorial Centre &
Drill Hall

Education Property Tax &
Peace Hills Lodge [25%]

you pay approximately $63/month
[based on a bill of $3,000]

This portion of your tax bill is not set by the
City but by the Province and Lodge Authority

Health & Safety [20.4%]
you pay approximately $51/month
[based on a bill of $3,000]

this includes services & initiatives like:
 RCMP Protection  Fire/Emergency Response
 Bylaw Services  Wetaskiwin Community
Transportation Society  Family Support Services
 Building Inspections

Roads & Infrastructure [17.2%]

you pay approximately $43/month
[based on a bill of $3,000]

this includes services & initiatives like:
 Snow Removal  Roads & Sidewalks  Street Lights
 Cemetery Maintenance  Certified Airport
 Engineering Services
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Stay Connected
We want you to stay in touch!
We appreciate your feedback and recognize that a
community ceases to exist without its people.
Here are some ways you can stay connected:
Website: www.wetaskiwin.ca
Blog: http://wetaskiwinmotion.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/wetaskiwin
Twitter: www.twitter.com/wetaskiwincity
Phone: 780-361-4400 (between 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM)
We also have an eNewsletter, delivered to your email inbox
every week, and a printed In Motion newsletter, which is
mailed out monthly to every Wetaskiwin household!
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